MAGE-1 cDNA ISOLATION FROM TESTIS WITH RT PCR
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ABSTRACT

Hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) is one of the most common malignancies in Asia and it is generally diagnosed at advanced stage, during which the prognosis of the patients has been poor and their capability to survive has also been low. Hepatic tissue of HCC patients expresses melanoma antigen-1 (MAGE-1) gene in the form of mRNA that can be identified only by RT PCT examination. mRNA examination with RT PCR is relatively more complicated since RNA is easier to be degraded by RNAase, resulting in difficulties in isolating the gene cDNA. Optimized examination with RT PCR is needed to be able to isolate MAGE-1 cDNA from testicular tissue that definitely expresses MAGE-1 mRNA. However, to date RT PCR optimal RT PCR from testis samples has never been undertaken. This was a laboratory explorative study generally aimed to isolate MAGE-1 cDNA from testicular tissue with RT PCR. The particular objective of this study was to obtain optimum condition for isolating cDNA of MAGE-1 gene from testicular tissue using RT PCR and to obtain MAGE-1 cDNA sequence from testicular tissue. mRNA isolation of MAGE-1 gene was obtained by sample extraction to obtain total RNA, which was subsequently altered into cDNA by means of oligo(T) polymer. Formed cDNA was amplified with polymerase chain reaction (PCR) using the primers GM F421 and GM R421 that synthesized 421bp. PCR product was electrophoresized and visualized with UV transiluminator. PCR product was also sequenced with Genetic Analyzer ABI Prism 310. The result showed that nucleotide sequence of MAGE-1 gene was accessible in Genbank with access number of EU161102. Optimum condition to obtain MAGE-1 cDNA from testicular tissue was predenaturation in 95 °C for 5 minutes, denaturation in 95 °C for 1 minute, annealing at 58 °C or 60 °C for 1 minute, extension at 72 °C for 1 minute, 35 cycles. The cycle was prolonged at 72 °C for 10 minutes. In conclusion, cDNA isolation of MAGE-1 gene can be obtained by using RT PCR from testicular tissue. The result of this study can be used as a basis for further studies in exploring the expression of MAGE-1 gene from Hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) patient with RT PCR.
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INTRODUCTION

Hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) is one of the most frequent malignancies found in Asia (Chen et al. 2000) and generally diagnosed at advanced stage (Liu 1999), so that the prognosis of the patient is poor and his ability to survive is also low. Recently, HCC diagnosis is established by using ultrasonography (USG) and alpha fetoprotein (AFP) level measurement in patients with high hepatocellular carcinoma risk (Soemohardjo 2004). USG examination is based on the change of tissue structure, which is apparent after it becomes a large mass. Moreover, AFP is also less specific for hepatocellular carcinoma since it can also be produced by other normal cells. Therefore, an examination at molecular level is needed to obtain an early detection. The examination at molecular level can be conducted by reverse transcription-polymerase chain reaction (RT PCR) to find the gene expression that presents as mRNA. A number of studies have found that hepatic tissue of hepatocellular carcinoma patients expresses the melanoma antigen-1 (MAGE-1) gene in the form of mRNA (Chen et al. 2003; Kobayashi et al. 2000; Peng et al. 2005; Luo et al. 2002; Zhao et al. 2004). MAGE-1 belongs to cancer-testis (CT) antigen, which is expressed by cancer cells only, while it is not expressed in normal tissue except in the testis, so that this gene is specific for cancer. Such specificity can lead to a conclusion that each MAGE-1 expression indicates the presence of cancer cells. MAGE-1 gene expression can be identified from MAGE-1 mRNA that can be detected with RT PCR from the hepatic tissue of hepatocellular carcinoma patients. RNA examination with RT PCR is relatively more difficult since RNA is easily degradable.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Samples were obtained from prostate cancer patients aged more than 70 years and received orchidectomy therapy. Testicular tissue was separated from the

by RNAase, resulting in difficulties to isolate the cDNA gene. Optimized RT PCR examination is needed to isolate the MAGE-1 cDNA from testicular tissue that definitely expresses MAGE-1. However, until recently optimized examination using RT PCR has never been conducted to testicular samples.

Cancer-testis (CT) antigen is expressed in several human cancers, but not expressed in normal tissue, except in the testis. The gene was firstly isolated from melanoma, and recognized as melanoma antigen (MAGE) gene (Kumar et al. 2005; van Baren et al. 1999). CT antigen has several particularities, i.e., 1) it is particularly expressed by tumor tissue and not in normal tissue, 2) CT antigen coding gene is located in chromosome X (Zhao et al. 2004). MAGE-1 belongs to the antigens coded by MAGE gene family. MAGE-1 gene is expressed by hepatocellular carcinoma (Chen et al. 2003; Kobayashi et al. 2000; Luo et al. 2002; Peng et al. 2005; Zhao et al. 2004). MAGE-1 expression can be used as a prediction of hepatocellular carcinoma event in high-risk patients, so that it can be applied as a basis for determining the therapy for the patients. MAGE-1 examination can be carried out by using samples from hepatic tissue of patients with hepatocellular carcinoma. However, one of the obstacles found in carrying out MAGE-1 examination from hepatic biopsy tissue is the risk of uncontrolled bleeding. Another alternative is the use of samples from fine needle biopsy (FNAB). Unfortunately, due to limited cell counts aspirable with FNAB, the examination has to be conducted as effective as possible. To overcome these obstacles, examination should be undertaken in optimum condition. Therefore, RT PCR examination should also be optimized. Otherwise, the results would be less convincing.

This study was a laboratory explorative study intended to isolate MAGE-1 cDNA from testicular tissue using RT PCR. Primer was designed to synthesize MAGE-1 cDNA in specific area for MAGE-1, covering exon 1, exon 2, and a part of exon 3. Total products obtained were 421 base pairs. This area is a conserved area for MAGE-1 (Chen et al. 2000). MAGE-1 cDNA amplification products were then sequenced. The results were expected to be useful for obtaining optimum condition for isolating MAGE-1 cDNA so that it can be used as reference for conducting further studies to detect the expression of MAGE-1 gene in hepatocellular carcinoma patients from FNAB samples.

RESULTS

The isolation of MAGE-1 gene mRNA was undertaken by extracting samples to obtain total RNA which was subsequently altered to become cDNA by using oligo(T) primer. Formed cDNA was amplified by means of a pair of MAGE-1-specific primer. The primers used were GM F421 and GM R421 that synthesize 421bp. The sequence of GM F421 primer was 5'CGGCCGAACCCGTGACCCAG-3' and GM R421 was 5'-GCTGGACCCCTCCGGTCC-3', producing 421 base pairs. Primer concentration used for PCR was 50pmol/ml. Protocol was done according to sheet product data. The condition of PCR was referred to that of Chen et al. (2000), in which the pre-denaturation was at 95°C for 5 minutes, denaturation at 95°C for 1 minute, annealing was 60°C 1 minute, and extension at 72°C 1 minute, 35 cycles. The cycle was prolonged at 72°C for 10 minutes. The PCR condition was modified by increasing and reducing the annealing temperature of 2°C to become 58°C, 60°C, and 62°C. PCR product was electrophoresized with 2% electrophoresis gel and visualized with UV transiluminator. PCR product was sequenced with Genetic Analyzer ABI Prism 310.

The formed cDNA was amplified with PCR. PCR conditions were as follows: pre-denaturation at 95°C for 5 minutes, denaturation at 95°C for 1 minute, annealing at 58°C, 60°C, or 62°C for 1 minute, extension at 72°C 1 minute, 35 cycles. The cycle was prolonged at 72°C for 10 minutes. The PCR condition was modified by increasing and reducing the annealing temperature of 2°C to become 58°C, 60°C, and 62°C. The result of PCR product electrophoresis from those three PCI
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conditions at 62°C did not reveal any bands, while annealing at 58°C and 60°C revealed bands as can be seen in Figure 2.

Figure 1. Result of cDNA synthesis

Figure 2. Result of MAGE-1 gene PCR using primers GM F421 and GM R421. Notes: wells from left to right, annealing temperature 58°C, 60°C, and marker.

DISCUSSION

This was a laboratory explorative study generally aimed to isolate MAGE-1 cDNA from testicular tissue with RT-PCR. The particular objective of this study was to obtain optimum condition of MAGE-1 gene cDNA from testicular tissue with RT-PCR and to obtain MAGE- cDNA sequence from testicular tissue. The benefit for scientific development of this study was to provide information on MAGE-1 cDNA isolation from testicular tissue with RT-PCR that can be used as a basis for studying the detection of MAGE-1 gene expression from HCC patients. Practical benefit from this study was to obtain optimum condition of MAGE-1 gene examination with RT-PCR. The result can be used as a basis for further study on the exploration of MAGE-1 gene expression from HCC patients with RT-PCR.

mRNAn isolation in this study used RNesay protect mini kit (Qiagen). Extraction protocol was carried out according to the kit employed in this study. The principle is that the mRNA was removed from cells by tissue lysis and the results of the lysis were homogenized physically by grinding, chemically by mixing guanidium isothiocyanate and betha mercaptoethanol, and enzymatically by using proteolytic enzyme, the proteinase K. Ethanol, which was added to prepare RNA binding condition with silica membrane on the column. Total RNA was bound to the column, while contaminants were washed efficiently. Finally, total RNA obtained was dissolved with RNase free water. Resulted RNA concentration using silica membrane column was 100 ug RNA. Total RNA could be kept at -30°C until the usage or could be directly used for cDNA synthesis (Qiagen 2001).

cDNA was synthesized from total RNA with RT PCR (Reverse Transcriptase- Polymerase Chain Reaction). RT PCR is a method designed to amplify cDNA copy from RNA. The use of RT PCR was 1) to obtain and clone mRNA 5' end to 3' end and to derive a large number of cDNA library from a very few total mRNA. 2) to identify mutation and polymorphism in transcript sequence (mRNA). The principle step in RT PCR is the alteration of mRNA into template single strand cDNA with reverse transcriptase enzyme. Primer hybridization (attachment) occurred in mRNA sequence, and sequence elongation by reverse transcriptase enzyme occurred, and then cDNA copy could be amplified with PCR. Primers used for hybridization was RT PCR are 1) Gene Spesific Primer (GSP), used for primer antisense (oligonucleotide antisense) from the sequence needed. Maximum result can be obtained if the primer antisense used for amplification in the PCR is located far upstream from the oligonucleotide used for cDNA synthesis. 2) Oligo(T) (dT), which binds endogeneous
Poly(A) tail that presents at 3’ mRNA. This primer can be used as universal primer for synthesizing cDNA. 3) Random hexanucleotide, which can be used to synthesize cDNA from long mRNA template. The primer can attach to all mRNA randomly, so that it can be used as template for cDNA synthesis in all mRNA (Sambrook & Russell 2001). Primer used for RT PCR in this study was oligo(T) as it could obtain total RNA that could be employed as a PCR template for all genes.

There are three types of RNA-dependent DNA polymerase (reverse transcriptase) enzymes, i.e. 1) mesophilic enzyme coded by AMV (Avian myeloblastosis virus) and strain Moloney Murine Leukemia virus (MO-MLV). 2) Variant of Mo-MLV reverse transcriptase that has no RNase H activity. 3) Thermophilic Tth DNA polymerase, coded by Thermus thermophilus, and indicates reverse transcriptase enzyme by the presence of Mn2+ (Sambrook & Russell 2001). cDNA synthesis was undertaken using First strand cDNA Synthesis kit for RT-PCR (AMV) (Roche). Enzyme used was mesophilic enzyme coded by AMV (Avian Myeloblastosis Virus). The result of RT PCR was cDNA ready for use as template for amplifying cDNA copy with PCR.

Polymerase Chain Reaction (PCR) is a method to amplify specific DNA sequence. This method was firstly introduced by Kary Mullis in 1984. PCR is undertaken by adding several components to solution that contains target DNA sequence. The component is a primer that is able to hybridize with target DNA sequence, all deoxyribonucleotide triphosphates (dNTP), and DNA polymerase that is stable to heating (Berg et al., 2002). The vital components in PCR, according to Sambrook & Russell (2001), are thermostable DNA polymerase, synthetic oligonucleotide, deoxyribonucleotide triphosphates (dNTP), divalent cation, buffer, monovalent cation, and template DNA. Thermostable DNA polymerase is used to catalyze DNA synthesis that is dependent on template. The selection of enzyme to be used has variety in fidelity, efficiency, and capability to synthesize large-size DNA products. Taq polymerase used for routine PCR is approximately 0.5-2.5 unit per 25-50 ul reaction. This heat-stable polymerase is obtained from Thermus aquaticus living in hot springs. Synthetic oligonucleotide is used as DNA synthesis primer. It is vital since the primer determines the success of PCR. Sometimes it is also necessary to notice the primer brand used for PCR reaction. Standard PCR contains dATP, dGTP, dTTP, and dCTP at the same amount (equimolar). The concentration of each deoxyribonucleotide triphosphates (dNTP) of 200-250 uM is recommended for Taq polymerase in reaction containing 1.5 mM MgCl2. The dNTP concentration is able to synthesize DNA 6-6.5 ug in 50 ul PCR reaction. Divalent cation is usually Mg2+. All thermostable DNA polymerase requires free divalent cation. The Mg2+ concentration commonly used is 1.5 mM. Tris Cl is added to maintain pH of 8.3 - 8.8 in room temperature. The standard for PCR is at the concentration of 10 mM. In regard with monovalent cation, PCR standard buffer contains 50 mM KCl to amplify DNA segment of more than 500 bp length, and a concentration of 70-100 mM to amplify shorter DNA segment. Template DNA containing sequence target can be added to PCR in single stranded or double stranded form. Circular DNA is more difficult to be amplified than linear DNA.

PCR process according to Sambrook & Russell (2001) comprises three steps, template denaturation (separation) by heating, annealing of oligonucleotide primer to single stranded target sequence, and the extension of primer that has been annealed to thermostable DNA polymerase. During denaturation, double-stranded DNA template was denaturated at high temperature. If GC content is high, higher temperature and longer time is needed since GC has strong bond (three hydrogen bonds), while in lower temperature and shorter time, the only area that will be denaturated is containing AT only. PCR standard denaturation temperature is 94-95°C, 45 seconds, with GC content of less or equal to 55%. During primer annealing to DNA template, the annealing temperature is critical. If the temperature is high, less primer will anneal, so that the amplified templates will be few. If annealing temperature is too low, primers may anneal to non-specific targets, resulting in amplification of unexpected segments. During extension, the extension of primer annealed to the template is catalyzed with Taq DNA polymerase enzyme, whose optimum action is at the temperature of 72-78°C. The first two cycles are to extend the primer and form the template. The subsequent cycle is to amplify the sequence target. Total cycles depend on the number of the number of DNA template copies at the beginning of the reaction and the efficiency of primer extension and amplification. Generally, 30 PCR cycles produce 105 DNA copies (Sambrook & Russell 2001).

MAGE-1 cDNA amplification was carried out using 2X PCR master mix (Fermentas). Mix reaction was 2X PCR master mix 25 ml, forward primer 1 ml (50 pmol/ul), reverse primer 1 ml (50 pmol/ul), cDNA template 10 ml, distilled water up to total volume of 50 ml. The composition of 2x PCR master mix was 0.05 unit/ml Taq DNA polymerase in reaction buffer, 4mM MgCl2, and dNTP (dCTP, dGTP, dATP, dTTP), each 0.4 mM. PCR condition used in this study was pre-denaturated at 95°C for 5 minutes, denaturated at
95°C for 1 minute, annealing at 58°C, 60°C, or 62°C for 1 minute, and extension at 72°C for 1 minute, 35 cycles. The cycle was prolonged at 72°C for 10 minutes. The PCR condition was modified by increasing and decreasing 2°C of the annealing temperature to become 58°C, 60°C, and 62°C. The result of electrophoresis of PCR products from the three PCR conditions at 62°C did not reveal any band, while annealing at the temperatures of 58°C and 60°C produced bands as seen in Figure 2. The temperature of 62°C was too high for annealing so that primer did not anneal to the template, resulting in no cDNA amplification so that the band in PCR product electrophoresis running was not apparent. The temperatures of 58°C and 60°C were ideal for annealing, so that primers could anneal to the template and cDNA amplification occurred as can be seen in bands resulted from PCR product electrophoresis. Thus, the optimum PCR condition to obtain MAGE-1 cDNA from testicular tissue was predenaturation at 95°C for 5 minutes, denaturation at 95°C for 1 minute, annealing at 58°C or 60°C for 1 minute, extension at 72°C 1 minute, 35 cycles. The cycle was prolonged at 72°C for 10 minutes. PCR results were sequenced using Genetic Analyzer ABI Prism 310 and analyzed with Bioedit and Clone Manager softwares. Sequencing was done using GM F421 primer to obtain MAGE-1 sequence from 5’ direction and GM R421 to obtain sequence from 3’ direction. Sequence result using GM F421 primer could be directly used for analysis since its direction had been from 5’, while that using GM F421 primer should first be turned from 5’ direction. The sequence resulted from sequencing did not describe all sequences since the sequence at 5’ was unreadable starting from the first nucleotide in the primer. Therefore, to find the first nucleotide of each sequence needed, the sequencing should be conducted from 5’ direction and 3’ direction. The result of sequencing with GM F421 primer was cut using GM R421 primer, while the result of sequencing with GM R421 primer was cut using GM F421 primer. This was carried out to obtain the last nucleotide from the sequence needed. The resulting sequence was then aligned with the actual MAGE-1. The source of MAGE-1 product sequence was accessed from Genbank with access number EU161102. The sequence can be seen in Figure 3.

![Figure 3. MAGE-1 product sequence](image-url)
CONCLUSIONS

cDNA isolation of MAGE-1 gene can be obtained by using RT PCR technique of testicular tissue. Nucleotide sequence of MAGE-1 gene can be accessed from Genbank with access number EU161102. The sequence is as follows:

1 cccagagtctc cctggttctg ctcctattgc ctccctggtc
2 ggtcttcatt gcccagctcc tgcccacact cctgcctgct
3 ggtcttcatt gcccagctcc tgcccacact cctgcctgct
4 ggtcttcatt gcccagctcc tgcccacact cctgcctgct
5 cccagaggac aggattccct ggaggccaca gaggagcacc
6 aaggagaaga tctgcctgtg cccagaggac aggattccct
7 ggaggccaca gaggagcacc aaggagaaga tctgcctgtg
8 cccagaggac aggattccct ggaggccaca gaggagcacc
9 aaggagaaga tctgcctgtg cccagaggac aggattccct
10 ggaggccaca gaggagcacc aaggagaaga tctgcctgtg
11 cccagaggac aggattccct ggaggccaca gaggagcacc
12 aaggagaaga tctgcctgtg cccagaggac aggattccct
13 ggaggccaca gaggagcacc aaggagaaga tctgcctgtg
14 cccagaggac aggattccct ggaggccaca gaggagcacc
15 aaggagaaga tctgcctgtg cccagaggac aggattccct
16 ggaggccaca gaggagcacc aaggagaaga tctgcctgtg
17 cccagaggac aggattccct ggaggccaca gaggagcacc
18 aaggagaaga tctgcctgtg cccagaggac aggattccct
19 ggaggccaca gaggagcacc aaggagaaga tctgcctgtg
20 cccagaggac aggattccct ggaggccaca gaggagcacc
21 aaggagaaga tctgcctgtg cccagaggac aggattccct
22 ggaggccaca gaggagcacc aaggagaaga tctgcctgtg
23 cccagaggac aggattccct ggaggccaca gaggagcacc
24 aaggagaaga tctgcctgtg cccagaggac aggattccct
25 ggaggccaca gaggagcacc aaggagaaga tctgcctgtg
26 cccagaggac aggattccct ggaggccaca gaggagcacc
27 aaggagaaga tctgcctgtg cccagaggac aggattccct
28 ggaggccaca gaggagcacc aaggagaaga tctgcctgtg
29 cccagaggac aggattccct ggaggccaca gaggagcacc
30 aaggagaaga tctgcctgtg cccagaggac aggattccct
31 ggaggccaca gaggagcacc aaggagaaga tctgcctgtg
32 cccagaggac aggattccct ggaggccaca gaggagcacc
33 aaggagaaga tctgcctgtg cccagaggac aggattccct
34 ggaggccaca gaggagcacc aaggagaaga tctgcctgtg
35 cccagaggac aggattccct ggaggccaca gaggagcacc
36 aaggagaaga tctgcctgtg cccagaggac aggattccct
37 ggaggccaca gaggagcacc aaggagaaga tctgcctgtg
38 cccagaggac aggattccct ggaggccaca gaggagcacc
39 aaggagaaga tctgcctgtg cccagaggac aggattccct
40 ggaggccaca gaggagcacc aaggagaaga tctgcctgtg
41 cccagaggac aggattccct ggaggccaca gaggagcacc
42 aaggagaaga tctgcctgtg cccagaggac aggattccct
43 ggaggccaca gaggagcacc aaggagaaga tctgcctgtg
44 cccagaggac aggattccct ggaggccaca gaggagcacc
45 aaggagaaga tctgcctgtg cccagaggac aggattccct
46 ggaggccaca gaggagcacc aaggagaaga tctgcctgtg
47 cccagaggac aggattccct ggaggccaca gaggagcacc
48 aaggagaaga tctgcctgtg cccagaggac aggattccct
49 ggaggccaca gaggagcacc aaggagaaga tctgcctgtg
50 cccagaggac aggattccct ggaggccaca gaggagcacc
51 aaggagaaga tctgcctgtg cccagaggac aggattccct
52 ggaggccaca gaggagcacc aaggagaaga tctgcctgtg
53 cccagaggac aggattccct ggaggccaca gaggagcacc
54 aaggagaaga tctgcctgtg cccagaggac aggattccct
55 ggaggccaca gaggagcacc aaggagaaga tctgcctgtg
56 cccagaggac aggattccct ggaggccaca gaggagcacc
57 aaggagaaga tctgcctgtg cccagaggac aggattccct
58 ggaggccaca gaggagcacc aaggagaaga tctgcctgtg
59 cccagaggac aggattccct ggaggccaca gaggagcacc
60 aaggagaaga tctgcctgtg cccagaggac aggattccct
61 ggaggccaca gaggagcacc aaggagaaga tctgcctgtg

The optimum PCR conditions to obtain MAGE-1 cDNA from testicular tissue are predenaturation at 95°C for 5 minutes, denaturation at 95°C for 1 minute, annealing at 58°C or 60°C for 1 minute, extension at 72°C 1 minute, 35 cycles, and final extension at 72°C for 10 minutes.
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